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2022-08-26 Meeting notes

Date

26 Aug 2022

Attendees

Maximilian Huber
Shubham Tatvamasi
Sujay M 
YOGESH PANDEY 

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes Status

AGW Docker Install Script Shubham 
Tatvamasi 

We have to update .env file with read permissions for docker-compose to run containers.
https://github.com/magma/magma/pull/13740

OPEN

Documentation PR ( )#13624 YOGESH 
PANDEY 

Re-Review and merge.

https://github.com/magma/magma/pull/13624

needs to be backported since it touches docusaurus

backporting PR: https://github.com/magma/magma/pull/13761

OPEN

5G SA Test Result updates @YOGESH 
PANDEY

Results to be uploaded . Will start from final tags.#13683 OPEN

docker needs to build from prod 
debian registry

Shubham 
Tatvamasi 

from https://magmacore.slack.com/archives/C0301NRRL7K/p1661434356008559
e.g. in 
https://github.com/magma/magma/blob/master/lte/gateway/docker/services/c
/Dockerfile#L95
https://github.com/magma/magma/blob/master/lte/gateway/docker/services/c
/Dockerfile#L194
https://github.com/magma/magma/blob/master/lte/gateway/docker/services/python
/Dockerfile#L113

PR is doing build test:

https://github.com/magma/magma/pull/13756/files

OPEN

NMS does not show fluentd logs for 
containerized AGW

Shubham 
Tatvamasi 

Test 1.7.0 Docker based AGW if we have similar output.

checkin-cli issues Sujay M  Not an 
issue.

missing ARM packages in registry https://magmacore.slack.com/archives/C0301NRRL7K/p1661528456881859 / https://gith
ub.com/magma/magma/issues/13760

NEW

Artifactory  has issues https://github.com/magma/magma/issues/13762 NEW

DP Docker build fails due to pinned 
packages

https://github.com/magma/magma/pull/13769

nedes a Backport

NEW

Plan:
Resolve or merge the above open points
wait for a green CI, and check that all looks good
select the commit with its debain artifacts as release candidate
announce that candidate
stamp that candidate from release validation side as good
(if everything ran fine) promote that candidate to be the actual release

tag the commit
add the release notes to the tag

push artifacts to prod deb registry
 rebuild Docker images

1.8 Release timeline Target: Sep/2

1.8 Release notes update with test 
reports and logs

YOGESH 
PANDEY 

Sujay M 
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